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Holey cheese! Join Geronimo as he returns to the Kingdom of Fantasy for a third amazing

adventure!In this 320-page, full-color hardcover adventure, Geronimo returns to the Kingdom of

Fantasy when he learns that the Kingdom has fallen under an endless, freezing winter and the

Queen of the Fairies is in danger. Once there, Geronimo explores fantastical new lands and travels

on a magical talking ship. Can Geronimo extinguish a threatening volcano in time to restore peace

and springtime to the Kingdom of Fantasy? He is put to the test on this extraordinary quest!
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My 5 yr old daughter and 6 yr old son (both readers for a while now) LOVE reading these

books...my son literally sits for hours and reads them cover to cover over and over again...he loves

the story lines, and the illustrations are magical! Equally thrilling for both of them are the various fun

activities, crafts, recipes, etc., scattered throughout the books...I love that they use lots of different

brightly colored fonts throughout the pages, accenting certain words, instead of just the usual Times

Roman print or the like...highly recommend...like that they use top quality binding and pages...

If you are thinking about buying this for the Kindle. Don't. It seems like the publisher or whoever



approved the e-book version, didn't check to see how it would look on the Kindle. The font and

pictures are at about 50-60% size, so you will need to pinch zoom (tablet/phone) each page or deal

with the miniature size of the book on your Kindle and PC.The description says;This title has

complex layouts and has been optimized for reading on devices with larger screens such as Kindle

DX, Kindle for PC/Mac, and Kindle for iPad.It is NOT.I sent an email to  about the formatting issue

and they issued me a refund. 5 stars for to  for their customer service!!!

My son is 7 and enjoys reading these books. he reads about one full geronimo stilton a week. the

kingdom of fantasy series is his favorite and the best ones in the series in my opinion too. They are

longer than regular geronimo stilton adventures so they take longer to read but it's worth it. When I

was his age I liked Greek mythology...I tried with some of those books but no success...Geronimo

Stilton is what I needed to motivate my son to read more!

My 5 year old loves this series and has for the past year and a half. He has had my husband or

myself read and re-read this series over and over. He really gets into the characters and loves

everything about the books from the maps and great illustrations to the descriptions and

introductions of the characters to the way the writing is not just typical one font writing but stylized,

colored, and emotive of what the words are saying. My son actually seems to consider Geronimo an

imaginary friend and we've made cheesey-full cake and cheese niblets and shared it with

Geronimo!This particular series of Geronimo Stilton, "The Kingdom of Fantasy" 1- 5 is extremely

creative and full of classic fantasy lore: dragons, witches, gnomes, trolls, giants, elves, fairies,

spells, ancient cultures, sprites, sea monsters, love, friends, classic life lessons and Geronimo as

the reluctant hero, etc. etc. It's great!When he is a bit older I think these books will be good to

assign him to read on his own. I think it's a good way to learn context clues, considering the text

puts emotion/feeling into the words via differing fonts and colors.

My granddaughter was so excited when I bought the entire set of Geronimo Stilton and the Kingdom

of Fantasy books. It is wonderful to see a child actually read a real book. So she doesn't have to

worry about batteries or needing to charge something. While I will admit that I know nothing about

the content of these books, if my 11 year old granddaughter is excited to read SIX books, then the

story line must be highly entertaining.

My family and I have now gotten all 4 of the kingdom of fantasy versions of the Geronimo Stilton



books and each one is good in my opinion. It is hard to say which ones I liked the best because I

liked them all. I like them because they are actually fairly interesting and fun to read for me, and the

kids like them because they have a lot of nice pictures and are interesting for them as well. They

especially like the maps that are printed for each area that our hero travels through. My 2nd grader

can also read this book on her own, and I have her read parts of it sometimes during the bedtime

routine.It is seldom that I have found books to read to the kids that I actually do not mind reading

myself. I have now read thee of the books in the Kingdom of Fantasy series so far and have

enjoyed all of them.

This book series is so great for kids that just don't enjoy reading. A switch came on for my daughter

she has read so many of these books, and now she is reading the land of stories with over 400

pages and no pictures. Get them to start with kingdom of fantasy series first.

Even I would like to read this title!Adventure, mystery, swords-a young boys are captivated my

these stories-not to mention Stiltons writing styleThe varying colors and sizes of text in the books

seizes the imaginationThe factoids are priceless
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